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Some Background About the Raccoon Circle Internet Guide 
 
 Following the success of the first two Raccoon Circle Internet guides (which were downloaded more 
than 10,000 times in over two dozen different countries around the world), the 2003 & 2004 Internet Editions, 
and the immensely popular Book on Raccoon Circles, the latest Internet Edition of Raccoon Circle activities is 
now available to download from the Teamwork & Teamplay website, at:  

www.teamworkandteamplay.com/resources.html 

 We hope you enjoy this newest collection of Raccoon Circle activities, ideas, stories and resources, 
including some that have never been published before.  If you would like to contribute your own experiences 
with the Raccoon Circle (activities, games, ideas, etc.) you can send your thoughts to 
jimcain@teamworkandteamplay.com 

The Book on Raccoon Circles 

 If you enjoy this collection of Raccoon Circle activities, we are sure you will enjoy the  272 page 
publication that is the definitive Raccoon Circle document, filled with historical information, rituals and 
ceremony, more than 100 activities, stories of the circle, and an extensive list of references and resources.  All 
the information you need to make the Raccoon Circle a wonderful part of your program.  This book is available 
from the folks at Learning Unlimited, Phone 1-888-622-4203 or visit their website at: 
www.learningunlimited.com. 
 
 In addition to this now classic text, you will continue to find the most recent activities and ideas on 
using Raccoon Circles and webbing annually posted to the Teamwork & Teamplay website, at: 

www.teamworkandteamplay.com 

 If you would like your counselors, teachers, students, staff, co-workers, group or club to experience 
Raccoon Circles for themselves, please contact Jim Cain at the address shown below for expert facilitation, 
train-the-trainer workshops, conference sessions and customized training.  This field of Raccoon Circle training 
provides hundreds of activities, adventure-based learning opportunities, teachable moments and facilitated 
learning, using a simple, and inexpensive prop.  It is the perfect resource for day and resident camp counselors, 
playground teachers, recreational therapists, group work and teamwork specialists, wilderness trip leaders, 
wilderness youth-at-risk programs, corporate trainers, and rope course facilitators. 

Something New 

 In the spring of 2005 a new kit of adventure-based and active learning equipment will be available, that 
includes some of the most recent and innovative Raccoon Circle activities.  The Ropework & Ropeplay Kit, 
from Teamwork & Teamplay, includes the equipment to lead more than 150 different team activities and 
challenges.  This kit includes several Raccoon Circles, ropes, strings and other types of cordage, plus a copy of 
the Book on Raccoon Circles, and an extensive Ropework & Ropeplay Guide.  Visit the Teamwork and 
Teamplay website for more information about this exciting new product. 

 
Jim Cain, Ph.D. 

Teamwork & Teamplay 
468 Salmon Creek Road      

Brockport, New York    14420   
 

Phone  (585) 637-0328     
 

Email:   jimcain@teamworkandteamplay.com 
Website:      www.teamworkandteamplay.com 

http://www.teamworkandteamplay.com/resources/
mailto:jimcain@teamworkandteamplay.com
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Raccoon Circles - A Guide for Facilitators 
Internet Edition 

 Following the success of the first two Raccoon Circle Internet guides (which were downloaded more 
than 10,000 times in over two dozen different countries around the world), the 2003 & 2004  Internet Editions, 
and the immensely popular Book on Raccoon Circles, the latest Internet Edition of Raccoon Circle activities is 
now available to download from the Teamwork & Teamplay website.  You are welcome, and in fact encouraged 
to copy, freely distribute and share this internet information in any form (paper copies, electronic media, website 
links, faxes, etc.) All that we ask is that you copy or reproduce the ENTIRE document, which is presently 20 
pages long.  If you like what you find here, you can purchase the 272 page Book on Raccoon Circles, by Dr. 
Tom Smith and Dr. Jim Cain, with more than 100 additional activities, challenges and ideas for using the 
Raccoon Circle, from Learning Unlimited at www.learningunlimited.com or by calling 1-888-622-4203. 

Contents 

Section  Activity Title    Teachable Moment or Skill 

1  Basic Training    Knots and Other Skills  
2  W.A.M.F    Get Acquainted Activity, Sharing  
3  Tossing the Pizza   Group Problem Solving, Working Together  
4  The Missing Link   Consensus Building, Group Problem Solving 
5  The Raccoon Shuffle   Physical Warm-up and Kinesthetic Challenge 
6  The Windup Challenge  Competitive Challenge for Two 
7  Cut the Cake    Creative Problem Solving Puzzle 
8  The Clothes Line   Problem Solving, Physical Challenge 
9  The Electric Box   Group Problem Solving, Physical Challenge 
10  Worms     Debriefing Technique 
11  That’s my Hat    Highly Physical Challenge 
12  Chasing the Serpent   Quick Reaction Skills, Teamwork 
13  Crossing the River   Coordination, Jumping and Reaction Skills  
14  Where Ya From? Where Ya Been? Self Disclosure, Conversation 
15  Believe It or Knot   Self Disclosure, Conversation 
16  Which Side Are You On?  Self Disclosure, Connection 
17  Cross the Line    Win-win Scenarios, Collaboration vs. Competition 
18  Inside / Out    Following the Rules, Teamwork  
19  Grand Prix Racing   Excitement and Enthusiasm 
20  Rope Jousting    Physical Challenge 
21  Shape Up!    Vision and Teamwork  
22  Passing Clouds    Creativity and Imagination 
23  The Keys to Communication  Communication  
24  Casting Nets Upon the Waters  Games for Fun and Competition  
25  Singing in Circles   Singing Activities 
26  Musical Activities   Musical Activities 
27  Question Marks    Debriefing Technique 
28  Mousetrap    An Action Game 
29  World Wide Webbing   High Physical Challenge   
30  Raccoon Circle Stories   Stories, Anecdotes and Quotes 
31  Resources    Contacting the Authors   
32  Books and Equipment    Printed Information 
33  Conferences, Workshops, Training Places to Learn About Raccoon Circles 
34  Additional Resources   More Information from Jim Cain 
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1.  Basic Training 

 The Raccoon Circle consists of a segment of tubular nylon climbing webbing, which can typically be 
purchased in a variety of colors from outdoor equipment stores that carry climbing gear and supplies.  While a 
variety of other belt materials and even rope can be substituted, tubular climbing webbing is recommended.   
Tubular webbing does not stretch, is extremely strong, comfortable to hold, colorful, and can be easily washed 
when necessary. 
 The activities listed here are performed with a Raccoon Circle that is 15 feet (4.6 meters) long.  If you 
wish to accommodate larger groups, you can either join a few Raccoon Circles together with a water knot, or 
use a single, long Raccoon Circle.  For most circular activities, you’ll need about 16 inches (40 cm) of length for 
each person.  Many of the activities in this publication use an untied Raccoon Circle, simply as a straight line.  
For those other activities that need a true circle, the water knot is the best choice.  The “water knot” is so named 
because river rafting guides use such a knot with flat webbing, so that even when wet, the knot can easily be 
removed. 
 My favorite explanation of how to tie a water knot comes from fellow facilitator and friend, Kirk 
Weisler.  See the illustration below for details.  Start by tying a simple (but loose) overhand knot in one end of 
the Raccoon Circle webbing, with a short tail (less than 2 inches is fine).  Because of the flat webbing, this 
overhand knot will remain very flat.  This first knot is the “teacher” or “mentor” knot.   
 Next travel the length of the webbing, unwinding and untwisting the webbing as you go, and hold the 
opposite end of the webbing.  This end is the “student” end of the webbing.  The student does everything the 
teacher does, they just happen to do it backwards.  This means that (first), the student looks directly at the 
teacher (each tail end of the webbing nearly touches).  Next, the student “doubles” the teacher by following the 
same path as the teacher backwards.  This involves following the webbing, and finally tucking the student end 
of the webbing into the teacher knot, leaving about a 1 or 2 inch long tail.  Now pull the opposite sides of the 
knot to secure it. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                   The Student and Teacher Approach            The Finished Water Knot 

2.  W.A.M.F. 

 W.A.M.F. stands for Wrapped Around My Finger, and pretty much explains this entire activity.  Begin 
with an unknotted segment of webbing.  One person in the group begins wrapping the webbing around their 
index finger, and while doing so, provides the group with some information about themselves (where they were 
born, family members, school experiences, childhood pets, dreams, goals, favorite foods, etc.)  The goal is for 
this person to continue talking until the webbing is completely wrapped around their finger.  When they reach 
the end, they can allow the webbing to unwind, and pass it along to the next person in the group. 
 This particular technique allows a bit more time for folks to talk about themselves, and also provides a 
kinesthetic activity coupled with a verbal activity for exploring some of the multiple intelligence opportunities, 
and whole brain learning possibilities.  There is also a popular theory that for folks that may be a bit shy about 
speaking to even a small group in public, the activity of wrapping the webbing around their finger occupies that 
portion of the brain which creates inhibition.  By wrapping and rapping at the same time, the speech center 
becomes less inhibited, and more information is typically shared! 
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3.  Tossing the Pizza 

 This activity definitely fits into the “harder than it looks” category.  
Begin with a group of 5-8 participants holding onto a knotted Raccoon 
Circle, hands upward, elbows straight, with no slack in the circle.  The 
challenge is for the group to toss this Raccoon Circle pizza into the air, at 
least to the height of their heads, and then for everyone in the group to 
catch the circle as it drops back down, without anyone moving their feet.  
After a few unsuccessful attempts, encourage the group to plan their task, 
brainstorm new ideas, and try them.  A good pizza flipping team can toss 
their Raccoon Circle pizza in the air three times without anyone in the 
group dropping it. 
 For a higher level challenge, the ultimate pizza  chefs can spin their pizza dough in the air.  For the 
Raccoon Circle pizza, this means tossing the pizza into the air, and having the knot come back down at least one 
person to the right or left of where it was when it was launched.  A little ‘spin action’ can actually improve the 
team’s performance.  This simple problem solving activity is a fun way to begin the ‘working as a team’ portion 
of your program. 

4.  The Missing Link 

 This consensus building and group problem solving activity is designed to assist 
groups in building life skills.  The goal is for the group to decide if the two Raccoon 
Circles are linked or connected (like links of a chain), or unlinked, without touching 
them.  A visual activity, and one that requires consensus building, teamwork  and 
problem solving skills.  While the actual solution may be simple or complex, the real 
value of this activity comes from a group working together to achieve a group consensus, 
listening to each other, and learning the skills that it takes to get everyone on the same 
page.  I like to begin this activity by a process called ‘pairing and sharing’ which 
involves everyone working with a partner, to first convince one other person, before 
trying to convince the entire group. 

5.  The Raccoon Shuffle 

 The Raccoon Shuffle is a warm up activity that requires some balance, skill, timing and teamwork.  
Start with 6 to 8 participants standing in a circle, supporting the raccoon circle with one raised foot.  On the 
count of three, all participants are to jump and kick the opposite foot forward, catching the Raccoon Circle 
before it hits the ground.  If the raccoon circle touches the ground, no points.  Collect your best score for ten 
attempts.  Participants may notice that with no contact or connection between the members of the team, this is a 
difficult activity indeed.  With connection, team balance and timing improves, along with the success rate for the 
Raccoon Shuffle. 

6.  Wind Up Challenge 

 In the Walt Disney Movie, Lady and the Tramp, there is a great scene in which the two main character 
dogs are sharing a bowl of spaghetti.  At one point, both dogs begin slurping on the end of a long strand of 
spaghetti, only to find that  they are in fact eating the same strand of pasta, and ultimately  end up in one of the 
classic cartoon kissing scenes in motion picture history.  The Wind Up  
Challenge has a lot less contact than this now classic scene. 
 This activity originated with two participants simultaneously performing the W.A.M.F. activity when 
time was running out.  You can include talking, or simply make this a wind up challenge activity. 
 Begin my making a clearly visible line at the midpoint of an untied Raccoon Circle (on both sides of the 
webbing).  Next, hand each end of the webbing to a person, and instruct them that on the count of three, they are 
to begin winding the webbing around their index finger as quickly as they can, and to keep on winding the 
webbing until they have reached the center point.  First one to reach the center line wins, but only if there is no 
twisting of the webbing between them and the other challenger.  A twisted webbing disqualifies both 
challengers.  So now we have a bit of problem solving along with the challenge.  Get to the center without 
creating a twist in the webbing. 
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7.  Cut the Cake 

 Thanks to Mike Anderson for sharing this creative 
problem solving puzzle that uses three untied Raccoon Circles.  
With sidewalk chalk or masking tape, create a large circle on 
the ground, about 10 feet (3 meters) in diameter.  This is the 
outline of a giant cake.  As shown in the illustration, place 
seven gumdrops on the cake.  The team uses the three untied 
Raccoon Circles to illustrate where three straight cuts can be 
made to the cake, creating seven pieces that each contain one 
gumdrop.  The illustration to the right gives one possible 
solution. 
 

 As an alternative, make another large circle, and ask the team to use the 
three Raccoon Circles to create three lines that effectively cut the cake into eight 
pieces.  No gumdrops this time.  One solution requires one of the lines to be 
curved, rather than straight, as shown here. 
 
 If you enjoy this type of puzzle, we invite you to read:  Teambuilding 
Puzzles, by Jim Cain, Mike Anderson, Chris Cavert and Tom Heck, 2005, 
FunDoing Publications  (www.fundoing.com).  Visit the Teamwork & Teamplay 
website for more information about this book.  Available in the Spring of 2005. 

8.  The Clothes Line 

 Here is an activity that works with two Raccoon Circles, but even better with a piece of 1/8 inch 
diameter shock (bungie) cord.  You’ll also need a pet stake anchor (available in most pet stores, or large 
discount stores), and a wooden spring clothespin.  Begin by tying the shock cord (or two raccoon circles knotted 
together) around a small tree, at a height of about 3 feet above the ground.   
Be sure to use a tree with no exposed roots or uneven ground near the  
base of the tree.  Next stretch out the shock cord, or raccoon circles,  
and place the pet stake anchor in the ground at a distance of about  
15 feet from the tree. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 The challenge of this activity is to have the entire group cross over the line, without touching it, one at a 
time, but with the assistance of the other members of the team.  The first person over can cross at any point they 
choose, but each person after them can only cross the line to the right of this position.  Each time a person 
crosses the line, the clothespin is moved to the right, limiting the remaining space available for the rest of the 
team.  Encourage the team to plan in advance, and perhaps to have a backup plan just in case something 
happens.  This is also a good activity to demonstrate that each member of the team doesn’t necessarily have to 
cross at the same place, but that each participant’s effort add to the overall success of the team (and that even a 
mistake at the easiest lower portion of the line can have an impact on the overall success of the project). 
 Anyone touching the line while crossing is allowed to try again, however, the clothespin is still moved 
from their first attempt.  Thanks to Patrick Caton for this challenge, and the one below. 
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9.  The Electric Box 

 Here is a great variation of the traditional spider web, or Window of Opportunity activity, and one that 
requires a bit more planning and strategy.  The Electric Box is simply a raccoon circle opening through with the 
entire team must pass.  The unusual feature of this Electric Box however, is that it starts as a vertical rectangle, 
and ends up as a horizontal rectangle.  For each person passing through the Electric Box, the box changes shape.  
This is a great ‘Who Moved My Cheese’ activity,  
and definitely one that requires planning to navigate the  
changing environment of the Electric Box. 
 
 
 
 
 
Who Moved My Cheese, 1998, Spencer Johnson, Penguin Putnam, New York, ISBN 0-399-14446-3 

10.  Worms 

 The processing, debriefing and/or reviewing that typically occurs at the completion of an adventure-
based learning activity, adds value.  In some cases, it is not easy to hear everyone’s comments, but the facilitator 
may still wish to poll the feelings of the entire group.  In other cases, some participants may mimic the answers 
of others, when the facilitator would like to hear each person’s individual voice.  Here is a simple technique that 
allows everyone’s opinion to be registered, even if their voices are not necessarily heard.   
 Begin by creating a dozen cards (made from 8 1/2” x 11” paper), filled with words, or pictures, or 
expressive faces.  There should be a wide range of images or words, to cover the wide range of responses that 
typically are expressed in a debriefing session.  Place these pictures on the floor or ground.   
 Next create the ‘worms’ by cutting very short pieces of webbing (about 3-4 inches long), from a 
colorful variety of Raccoon Circles.  Give each participant in your group one ‘worm’ and at the completion of 
an adventure-based learning activity, ask them each to drop their worm on the picture that best represents their 
experience during the activity, at exactly the same time.  Then begin the debriefing by discussing the pictures 
with the most worms, the next highest one, or even the ones with no worms.  Thanks to Dave Knobbe for this 
brilliant debriefing technique. 
 Worms can also be used during the planning stages of a challenge activity, as a method of voting on 
various plans, techniques or options.  Have a few cards that have words like YES, NO, Agree, Disagree, Plan A, 
Plan B, Plan C, or even Continue Planning, Start Working. 
 
 If you are looking for additional debriefing activities for your teambuilding programs, we invite you to 
read:  A Teachable Moment - A Facilitator’s Guide to Activities for Processing, Debriefing, Reviewing and 
Reflection, 2005, Jim Cain, Michelle Cummings and Jennifer Stanchfield, Kendall Hunt Publishers (1-800-228-
0810).  More than 300 pages of activities for reviewing with your teams. 

11.  That’s My Hat 

 Here is a quick activity for those participants that enjoy a 
physical challenge.  Three challengers are asked to hold onto a 
Raccoon Circle with one hand.  The circle is placed at the center of a 
triangle of hats.  At the word GO! each challenger attempts to pull the 
circle in the direction of their hat, so that they can grab it.  This activity 
is best outside on a flat grassy surface.  
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12.  Chasing the Serpent 

 This activity originates as a French children’s game.  One player stands at the center of a group of 
participants, holding one end of an untied Raccoon Circle (the tail of the snake), while wiggling the entire 
Raccoon Circle around.  The other participants attempt to protect the other members of their group by standing 
on the head of the snake (the other knotted end of the Raccoon Circle).  If a member of the group attempts to 
capture the snake, but does not, and the snake touches them, they need to seek first aid (which requires them to 
sit down outside the area of the snake, with their feet raised above their head for 30 seconds).  If the snake is 
captured, that person is chosen to handle the snake for the next round. 

13.  Crossing the River 

 Here is a simple game that requires some coordination, 
jumping and reaction skills.  Two volunteers grasp the end of a 
standard untied Raccoon Circle, at ground level.  They both begin to 
wiggle the webbing back and forth, creating some high frequency 
‘waves.’  Players then try to walk, jump and leap over the waves, 
without touching them, or being touched by them.  In the first round, 
the waves can be small, but they increase in magnitude with each 
passing round. 

14.  Where Ya From?  Where Ya Been? 

  During one Raccoon Circle activity session, a member of our group mentioned that they were born in 
Scotland.  Another member of the group was unfamiliar with this location, and so we formed the geographical 
outline of Scotland with our Raccoon Circle.  Next, several group members told stories about their travels to 
Scotland. 
 Where Ya From? Where Ya Been? has become a great way for each person in the group to share ‘their 
story.’  One at a time, they create the outline of where they are from, or similarly someplace they have recently 
visited, and then tell stories about these interesting places. 

15.  Believe It or Knot  

 Thanks to Mike Anderson for this excellent get acquainted activity that is a variation of Two Truths and 
a Lie.  With the entire group holding a Raccoon Circle (either seated or standing), the knot is used as a pointer to 
identify the person talking.  Begin by passing the knot to the right around the group.  Someone says “right 
there!” the knot stops, and the person nearest it has the opportunity to disclose some interesting fact about 
themselves, such as, “I have seen three movies this week!”  It is now the discussion and responsibility of the rest 
of the participants to decide whether they believe that this information is true or false.  After some discussion, 
the group gives their opinion of the validity or falseness of the disclosure, and the person providing the comment 
can tell the real story.  This single comment version of Two Truths and a Lie, proceeds a bit more quickly for 
each person than the full blown version.  Use either, as time permits. 
 After a person has revealed the true nature of their comments (true or false), they say “left” or “right” 
and then “right there!”, and a new person has the opportunity to disclose something to the group. 
 The level of disclosure to the group is often a measure of the closeness, unity and respect within the 
group.  For example, a disclosure such as, “I have traveled to another country,” is a lower level of disclosure 
than “I have some a family member that is in trouble with the law.”  Depending on the group setting, and the 
purpose of this activity for your group, different levels of information or disclosure are appropriate.  As the 
group becomes more unified, this activity can bring out greater disclosure between members of the group, 
family members, members of a team, etc. 
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16.  Which Side of the Road Are You On? 

 Possibly one of the greatest needs within a group is to identify what unites the members of the group.  
To this end, the goal here is to identify some commonalties shared by various members of the group.  In this 
case, the more job related, the better. 
 Which Side of the Road are You On requires a central gathering place, and two boundary lines, which 
can be made using masking tape, string, rope, a hallway or sidewalk.  Have participants begin by ‘standing in 
the middle of the road.’  As the first company truck comes barreling down the road, loaded with information for 
your project, team members must decide which side of the road they should be on.  Some of the following 
decisions are fairly easy and the information content doesn’t have severe consequences.  Others may make or 
break the entire project.  After choosing sides, give project team members a minute to see who is on the same 
side of the road with them, and to discuss why they chose this particular side. 
 
     PC        Macintosh 
              Loud   Quiet 
         Running          the  Walking 
              Save Money      middle       Spend Money 
          Fixed Schedule      of  the Flex Time 
     Sky Diving             road Deep Sea Diving  
          Problem Solver   Problem Maker 
                    Hamburgers or Hotdogs         Chicken or Salad 
       
 The object here is to find interests, activities, choices and decisions that project team members have in 
common.  Obviously team members can be on ‘different sides of the road,’ but don’t focus on what is different, 
but rather who is on the same side with you.  Alliances can be important.  Be careful to choose topics 
appropriately for the audience that you are serving.  This activity can be used with even large project teams, 
provided the folks in the middle of the road can hear when the truck is coming! 
 This activity also provides the opportunity for a bit of group discussion throughout the process.  For 
example, were some folks left ‘in the middle of the road’ and only saved by another person pulling them to 
safety as the information truck came speeding towards them?  Or did they become ‘corporate roadkill?’  Did 
some folks change their minds during a particular decision, and then change sides?  Is there always a right and 
wrong side of the road, or more appropriately, two possible choices, both of which have merit?  Does the entire 
project team need to be on the same side of a particular issue for the team to move forward successfully?  How 
would you go about trying to get everyone on the team on the same side of the road for a key project decision?   
 In the book Good to Great, Collins talks about ‘getting the right people on the bus and the wrong people 
off the bus,’ and then ‘getting the right people into the right seats.’  This activity be used to explore where some 
members of your project team choose to be on specific team or management issues, but you might want to wait 
for the ‘storming’ stage of group formation to bring this up, rather then here in the safe environment of the 
‘forming’ stage.  Thanks to Tom Heck for sharing this activity. 
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17.  Cross the Line 

 This activity requires a single untied Raccoon Circle, stretched into a straight line.  With half of the 
group on one side of the line and standing about 6 feet (2 meters) behind the line, and the other half of the team 
on the other side, the scene is set for a moment of conflict (of “us” vs. “them”).  Make no mistake, this Raccoon 
Circle activity is a bit higher level than most, but it is excellent for setting the stage to talk about conflict, 
negotiation and win/win, win/lose, and lose/lose scenarios. 
 Tom Heck calls this activity, “Their Ain’t No Flies On Me!”, and 
begins this activity by having one side say, “There ain’t no flies on me, there 
ain’t no flies on me, there might be flies on you (point to folks on the other 
side), but there ain’t no flies on me!”, and then boldly take a step towards the 
line (with just the right amount of attitude).  The other side now replies, 
“there ain’t no flies on me, there ain’t no flies on me, there might be flies on 
you, but there ain’t no flies on me!”, and takes a step towards the line.  The 
first side now repeats, and moves to the line, followed by the second side 
repeating their lines, and stepping face to face with the other side. 
 Now the facilitator says, “you have five seconds to get the person across the line from you onto your 
side of the line!” 
 Typically, this phrasing results in a rather quick tug of war between partners, and usually a physical 
solution (for one person at least) to the challenge.  Leaving open a major opportunity to discuss conflict, 
challenge, attitude, negotiation, and how to resolve differences between people. 

18.  Inside Out  

 This is a great initial problem solving activity.  Begin with a 
Raccoon Circle on the floor.  Have the entire group step inside the 
circle.  The task is now for the entire group to go from the inside of 
the circle to the outside, by going underneath the Raccoon Circle, 
without anyone in the group using their hands, arms or shoulders. 
 What is important in this activity, is to stress the group problem solving process.  In order for other 
members of the group to assist in the completion of the task, they need to know the plan, and what their part is 
in the solution.  To this end, encourage the group to “plan their work” and then “work their plan.”  This means 
that prior to ANY action, the group will need to plan their approach to solving this problem, and making sure 
that everyone in the group knows their part of the plan. 
 After completing the task, debriefing questions include asking the group if they had a plan, and did they 
change the plan during the completion of the activity, and if so, why?  As a second part to this activity, you can 
also ask the group to go Outside In, again without using their hands, arms or shoulders.... and see if they “plan 
their work” before “working their plan.”  Thanks to Tom Heck for sharing this activity. 

19.  Grand Prix Racing 

 Turn the Raccoon Circle into a complete circle or loop using a water knot, and you are ready for the 
ultimate in sport racing.  Thanks to Tom Heck for not only the idea for this activity, but also the enthusiasm to 
lead it effectively.  This activity will boost the enthusiasm of your audience, and provide some moderate 
competition in the process. 
 Begin by spreading several Raccoon Circles around the available space, in close proximity to each 
other.  Ask participants to join one of the “racing teams”, picking their favorite color team in the process.  
Approximately 5 to 10 participants per Raccoon Circle.  Have participants hold the Raccoon Circle with both 
hands in front of them. 
 “Ladies and Gentlemen!  It is summertime, and that means one thing in this part of the world - Grand 
Prix Racing !  Now I know that you are such die-hard race fans that just the thought of a race makes your heart 
beat faster.  So this race comes in three parts.  First, when I say that “we’re going to have a race”, your response 
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is loud, “Yahoo!!!!!”  Next I’ll say, start your engines! and I want to hear your best race car sounds (audience 
practices making race car revving engine, shifting gears and braking sounds). 
 Finally, with so many cars on the track today, it will be difficult to see just which group finishes their 
race first, so we’ll need a sign indicating when your group is finished.  That sign is to raise your hands (and the 
Raccoon Circle) above your heads and yell “Yessssssssss!”” 
 Logistically, Grand Prix involves having the group transfer the knot around the group as quickly as 
possible, using only their hands.   This activity can even be performed for a seated audience.  To begin, you’ll 
need a “start / finish” line, which can be the person that was born the farthest distance away from the present 
location.  The race begins at this location, and ends when the knot is passed around the circle, and returns to this 
same location (Yessssssss!) 
 Typically in Raccoon Circle Grand Prix racing, there are three qualifying rounds or races.  The first race 
is a single lap race to the right, with the knot traveling once around the inside of the circle to the right 
(counterclockwise).  The second race is a multi-lap race (two or three laps) to the left (clockwise) around the 
circle.  And the final race of the series, is a “winner take all” championship race, with one lap to the right 
(counterclockwise) followed by one lap to the left (clockwise). 
 Incidentally, after this activity, the group will not only be energized, but perhaps in a slightly 
competitive mood.  From a sequencing standpoint, you can either continue this atmosphere (with more 
competitive challenges - such as into a summer camp competition) or introduce a bit of counterpoint, by 
following this activity with one that requires the group working together in a collaborative manner. 
 
 
 
 
 

20.  Rope Jousting 

 Here is a fun activity for two participants that requires balance, skill and a certain amount of 
understanding and anticipating the other player’s moves.  Use two Raccoon Circles that have been tied together 
with a single water knot in the middle, to form a 30 foot (9 meters) long line.  Use other Raccoon Circles to 
form two 15 inch diameter circles (these are called zones) 10 feet (3 meters) apart.  
 Two contenders (participants) now stand in their zones with the 30 foot long Raccoon Circle nearby.  
The object is to make the other person either let go of the Raccoon Circle, or to step outside their zone by 
pulling, yanking and controlling the 30 foot long Raccoon Circle. 
 Two other interesting variations to this activity include using three raccoon circles in a Y formation for 
three players, or a big X version for four players. 

21.  Shape Up! 

 Using a Raccoon Circle, with all member of the group 
holding on, form the following letters, numbers and shapes as 
quickly as possible.  Focus on the leadership aspects of this 
simple activity - for example:  consider the difference between a 
group forming the capital letter E and the letter O.  How did the 
members of the group know where they fit in, with the letter E?  
What about the letter O?  In addition to letters and numbers, you 
can add a few simple shapes, such as a house, pyramid, cube, or 
company logo . 

22.  Passing Clouds 

As a team, toss a Raccoon Circle into the air, and allow it to land on the ground.  Then view the 
Raccoon Circle from various angles and sides, and creatively imagine what different shapes or objects can be 
found.  This activity is similar to looking at passing clouds and finding various shapes and images there.  
 

A, B, C    1, 2,  3 
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23.  The Keys to Communication 

 Thanks to Alf Grigg for sharing the original idea for this activity.  This expanded version (with  
beginner, intermediate and advanced levels), was first used with a team theme of trying to ‘unlock the future.’  
Round One.  Begin by dividing the group into two teams.  Two untied Raccoon Circle boundaries are 
established (see illustration), two blindfolds (for the active participants from each group), and a small object (in 
this case, keys and padlocks) are needed.  The activity begins in the first round by placing the blindfolded 
participants at each end of the playing area.  Next the facilitator shows each team what the objects are.  Their 
teammates then attempt to verbally (only!) tell them how to find the keys and the lock, and then open the lock.  
Chaos is pretty likely in the first round.  Facilitators should stand between the two blindfolded participants, and 
make sure that they don’t bump into each other. 
 
                     
   
       keys and locks dropped   
              somewhere in 
      this space 
 
 
 
 In round two, allow each team 3 minutes to form a strategy between their teammates and a new 
blindfolded participant.  Then repeat the activity, moving the keys and locks to a new, mostly central location.   
 Round three also allows for 3 minutes of strategy, but uses a combination lock instead of keys and 
padlocks.  The combination numbers are given to the sighted team members of each group.  Only the 
blindfolded participant can touch the object, but the combination locks can be brought to their teammates for 
additional visual assistance during the unlocking procedure. 
 Debriefing topics include: “what communication techniques were valuable during this activity?”, “what 
were some of the unsuccessful techniques for communicating with the blindfolded teammate?”, What additional, 
but untried suggestions were made during the strategy sessions?”, ”Were different techniques used for the 
combination locks, compared to the key and padlocks?” 

24.  Casting Nets Upon the Waters 

 Here is a traditional activity with some new equipment.  With a knotted Raccoon Circle as a net, and a 
collection of partially filled and capped soda bottles as fish, the object is to throw the Raccoon Circle over as 
many bottles (fish) as possible.  For each fish completely captured, one point is awarded.  The fisherman with 
the most points after five throws gets to feed their village for the day.  If you would like to bring in some 
environmental awareness into this activity, include a few special soda bottles, which represent non-game fish, 
endangered species or some other aquatic life caught in the net.  This creates an opportunity to discuss the need 
for collecting food and still being environmentally responsible. 

25. Singing in Circles 

 With several groups holding onto Raccoon Circles, have each group be responsible for one portion of a 
singing round, such as ‘Row, row, row your boat.’  You can also try songs with motions, such as, ‘The Grand 
Old Duke of York.’  Every time the group says the word ‘up’ or ‘down,’ have the entire group holding the 
Raccoon Circle, while pulling outward on the circle, stand up or down.  For another variation, try singing ‘My 
Bonnie Lies Over the Ocean,’ and every time a word with the letter ‘B’ is sung, either stand or sit down.  If you 
have more than one group, each group can move opposite the one nearest them (i.e. Group 1 goes up, when 
Group 2 goes down). 
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26.  Musical Activities   

 Try using some of the following music to reinforce the circle theme of the Raccoon Circle:  

  Circle of Life   Walt Disney   Lion King Soundtrack 
  All my Life’s a Circle  Harry Chapin   Greatest Stories Live 
  Circle of Friends Paul Winter Consort Double Album 
  Circle     Barbara Streisand   Higher Ground 
  Full Circle   Collective Soul   Disciplined Breakdown 
  Perfect Circle   R.E.M    Murmur  
  Circle     Sarah McLachlan  Fumbling Towards Ecstasy 

 Other musical ideas include using a Raccoon Circle for making a limbo pole, and then having 
participants limbo under the stretched Raccoon Circle as it is slowly lowered to the ground.  You can also use 
two full length Raccoon Circles as a Chinese Jump Rope, and bring music together with balance, rhythm and 
individual style. 

27. Question Marks  

 Place a variety of numbers, letters or symbols along the length of a light colored Raccoon Circle, using a 
permanent marker.  Ask your group to connect up, and then pass the knot along to the left, using their hands.  At 
the word stop, each member of the group is asked to describe their experience today, using a word that begins 
with that letter (or that has that letter within the word).  Another variation is to ask the group to pass the circle 
along and then stop.  One person from the group reads off the number or symbol nearest them, and then answers 
a corresponding question associated with that number or symbol.  This technique allows you to make just one 
Question Mark Raccoon Circle, but continuously alter the questions used.  Write these on index cards and keep 
them with your Raccoon Circles. 

28.  Mousetrap   

 Here is an activity borrowed from the world of parachute games.  Begin by tying four or five Raccoon 
Circles together to form one large circle.  Next invite participants to connect up around the outside of the circle, 
with some space between each person.  Next have the group count off by fives (1,2,3,4,5,1,2,3,4,5,etc.) and 
remember their number.  The game begins with everyone raising the large Raccoon Circle above their heads.  
The facilitator calls out a number (Number 3!) and everyone with that number is asked to change places, by 
running into the center, and then finding an open position along the outside of the Raccoon Circle.  At any time 
in the process, the facilitator can call out “SNAP!” and the remaining members on the outside of the circle 
quickly lower the circle, possibly trapping a few participants on the inside of the circle.  When the next number 
is called, the ‘trapped’ folks join the new folks in trying to find a place, before the next SNAP!   
 Be sure that participants change places with ‘bumpers up.’  That means that everyone changes places 
with both hands up, to guard against bumping into another person while changing places.  Another method of 
slowing down the speed of this activity is to ask participants to walk ‘heel -  toe’ when changing places. 

29.  World Wide Webbing Challenge   

 This is a highly physical, challenge activity.  Consider this a webbing version of the ‘Living Ladder” 
initiative found on page  117 of the book, Teamwork & Teamplay.  You’ll need a large group of participants for 
this activity, at least 30 for starters.   
 Begin by forming interconnected Raccoon Circles (shown below), with at least six participants holding 
on to each circle.  A ‘mountain climber’ is chosen to traverse the interconnected circles, without touching the 
ground. 
 Beginning climbers can make contact with both Raccoon Circles, 
and also the holders.  For a higher level challenge (a 5.10 climb), climbers 
can make contact only with the Raccoon Circles.  Use an additional spotter 
at the beginning and end of the climb.  The ‘holes’ in the center of each 
Raccoon Circle are crevasses.  Watch out! 
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30.  Quotes & Stories of the Raccoon Circle 

Notes from Dr. Tom Smith 

 In the 1960’s I studied with and about Native Americans.  I spent time during the summer camping and 
teaching pow-wows in Wisconsin and Minnesota.  On my third visit I was given the name “Raccoon” by the 
elders, and after some soul-searching and dialogue, I began to understand why it was an appropriate name.  
When I stared presenting workshops for challenge and adventure educators and other professional groups in the 
1980’s, I often used the name.  When I retired in 1987 to develop my own consulting and training business, I 
called it the “Raccoon Institute.” 
 It was also in the early 1960’s, and every summer thereafter for 25 years, that I organized and facilitated 
10-12 day outdoor adventures for groups of adolescents and adults.  Participants were told that they would share 
a small group experience involving a ‘personal growth journey to the wilderness.”  The trips involved camping, 
climbing, caving, and a 4-5 day canoe trip in the Boundary Waters on the Minnesota-Canada border.  Although 
my professional academic training was as a clinical psychologist, I had evolved through time to become an 
experiential educator and personal growth facilitator.  By the 1970’s my business card announced that I was a 
“psychologist/wilderness guide.”  I had come to realize the importance of the connection between the 
‘wilderness beyond’ and the ‘wilderness within.’ 
 In the mid-1970’s I learned about rope and team course methodology.  I built my first teams and high 
rope course in 1975, and thereafter my adventure group sequence included experiences on that course.  I had 
come to recognize the value of teams course experiences in the personal growth journey. 
 However, in the early 1980’s, I heard voices from teachers, youth workers, counselors and corporate 
trainers asking for activities that they could use in classrooms, schoolyards, and corporate centers.  They sought 
experiential activities that might create the same individual and group dynamics as the ropes course and/or the 
wilderness adventure - trust, cooperation, communication, risk-taking, commitment, empowerment, problem 
solving, etc.  I began to develop my personal ‘bag-of-tricks’ with which I could create those dynamics.  I drew 
on my experiences with the Human Potential Movement, New Games, Sensory and Somatic Awareness, and the 
Native Americans.  Like many other leaders of challenge and adventure experiences, I prided myself in being 
able to facilitate two and three day training sessions with just the contents of my backpack - no ropes or teams 
course, and no outdoor adventure to the ‘wilderness beyond.’  I especially prized those activities which were 
simple and portable but still guided participants to explore the ‘wilderness within.’  Like most facilitators, I was 
always adding new ideas to my ‘bag-of-tricks,’ and sometimes replacing or discarding ideas that seemed less 
effective. 
 In the early 1990’s, I discovered the magic, simplicity, and power of a sequence of activities using only 
a length of tubular nylon webbing.  At the time, that web loop became just another carry along for my ‘bag-of-
tricks.’  I’m sure that other challenge and adventure leaders had explored activities with web loops or rope 
circles before that, as I have learned that nothing we think of as ‘new’ really is!   
 In 1994 I was asked to co-facilitate the opening celebration of Northeastern Illinois University’s 
T.E.A.M. conference with Karl Rohnke.  I passed out twenty circles of webbing and there were twenty groups 
of people sharing the joys, the dynamics, and the healing powers of the web loops.  Karl was taking pictures 
from high above, and after we finished he asked me what the circle of webbing was called.  I informed him that 
I just called them “web circles,” and he, with a second from my friend, Bill Quinn, suggested that a nice name 
for the activities would be “Raccoon Circles.” 
 That was nearly a decade ago now.  Boy, time does fly when you’re having fun!  The web loop and the 
associated activities that became “Raccoon Circles,” can now be found in the bag-of-tricks of many facilitators 
and adventure educators.  Over 1500 copies of my little booklet of instructions have been distributed, and 
probably double that amount copied over the years.  Jim Cain placed a handbook for facilitators of Raccoon 
Circles on the Teamwork & Teamplay website, and reported that the website had experience thousands of 
downloads around the world.  Shortly after this, Jim and I decided to collaborate on this project.  His 
enthusiasm, knowledge of adventure-based activities, and writing style, and my work with the ritual, ceremony 
and philosophy of circles seemed like a natural partnership, and it has been a joy working together.  We hope 
you enjoy the fruits of our labors, we certainly have. 
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Stories from Central Arkansas 

Hey Jim 
 I had the pleasure of attending several of your sessions at the ACA National Conference last year, and I 
loved them!!  They have inspired my thought processes greatly in the field of adventure education.  The 
Teamwork & Teamplay book is the best on the market and raccoon circles were a great addition to our program 
this summer at camp.  Every cabin had their own and they were lifesavers for our staff. 
 

Colby Crow 
Assistant Camp Director 

Camp Bear Track 

From the Great White North 

Hello Tom and Jim,  
 We met in Portland, Oregon at the ACCT conference.  I wanted to let you know that I've had great fun 
using the Raccoon circles with Inupiat and Yupik Eskimos here in Alaska.  My only problem has been that there 
are no raccoons in the Arctic.  People here have heard of them, but groups give me a sort of blank look when I 
talk about  raccoons. 
  My work-around:  I remembered Tom’s baboon story from South Africa, so I decided that some artistic 
license would be permissible.  Traditionally, rope in the Arctic was made out of the skins of the bearded seal, so 
the Arctic name was a no brainer: "Seal Circles.”  I really like the double OO's of the Inupiat word for bearded 
seal (oogruk), but "seal circle" is more alliterative sounding in English. 
  

I thought you'd enjoy the Arctic update.  Cheers and best wishes! 
Tim Pearson 

Anchorage, Alaska 

Raccoon Circles in Unusual Place 
Jim Cain 

 A few years ago, I was scheduled to present a one hour community building program for the entire staff 
of a collegiate food service program.  After a morning of presentations, nearly 150 participants were ready for 
the program.  The biggest challenge of the program was the room in which the program was to be held.  It was 
an auditorium, filled with seats fixed to the sloping floor.  The aisles were very narrow, and in short, there was 
little room left for movement.  No problem!  Enter an entire collection of Raccoon Circle activities.   
 In small groups of 8 people, connected by various color Raccoon Circles, participants were able to stand 
on different levels, stretch over chairs and seats, and yet perform nearly a dozen different activities (many of 
which are mentioned in this publication).  There were even a few folks seated at two circular tables near the 
front of the room, also able to participate, while seated, holding onto their own Raccoon Circle.  Next time you 
host a program in a restricted space, think about using some Raccoon Circles. 
 

“Invented is a strange word.  I tied a knot in a piece of webbing”  
Tom Smith, on the creation of the first Raccoon Circle. 

 
“Tom Smith has been fooling around with tied loops of webbing for years.” 

Karl Rohnke   
 

Raccoon Circles have become the “world wide webbing.” 
Jim Cain  

  
“When the Raccoon looks out from inside, the circle of  

connectedness of all things of the universe becomes quite evident.” 
Tom Smith   
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Connectedness 

 When I first read Tom Smith’s words, I wasn’t sure if ‘connectedness’ was really a word.  But lately, 
this word has been showing up in some pretty interesting places.  Most recently, in the published results of the 
National Longitudinal Study on Adolescent Health.  In the Journal of the American Medical Association 
(JAMA), Resnick et. al reports that parent-family connectedness and perceived school connectedness were 
factors that protected youths against nearly every health risk behavior measured in the study (See the first article 
mentioned below for details).  Clearly connection between people, between people and the organizations they 
belong to, to the environment, and to the global community  is a valuable thing.  The Alameda Study conducted 
in California in the late 1990’s also illustrates that above many significant social factors (such as poverty, access 
to healthcare, community, substance abuse, and other social pressures) the presence of connectedness within a 
community has an overwhelming effect on the overall health of the community.  Edward Hallowell mentions 
some of these findings in his book simply titled ‘Connect.’  I encourage you to read some of these findings the 
next time you are trying to justify the need for community building activities in your classroom, adventure 
program, learning community or corporation.  The facts are in, ‘connectedness’ is one of the most outstanding 
methods for the health of your community - and with Raccoon Circles, you have hundreds of methods for 
creating connectedness.  Good Luck! 
 
Protecting Adolescents from Harm: Findings from the national Longitudinal Study on Adolescent Health, 
Resnick, Bearman, Blum, Bauman, et.al., JAMA, September 10, 1997, Volume 278, Issue 10, pages 823-832. 
 
The National Longitudinal Study on Adolescent Health: Preliminary Results: Great Expectations, Klein, JAMA, 
September 10, 1997, Volume 278, Issue 10, pages 864-865. 
 
Connect: 12 vital ties that open your heart, lengthen your life, and deepen your soul, 1999, Edward M. 
Hallowell, Pantheon Book, New York, NY USA  ISBN 0-375-40357-4 
 
The Value of Connection - In the Workplace, 2006, Jim Cain and Kirk Weisler.  Ideas for creating a connected 
working environment.  Visit the Teamwork & Teamplay website for more information about this book. 

31.  Resources 

For conference appearances, staff training events, keynote presentations and more information on experiential 
& adventure-based  programs (and of course Raccoon Circle activities) contact: 
 
Dr. Jim Cain, Teamwork & Teamplay   468 Salmon Creek Road   Brockport, New York  14420  USA 
Phone  (585) 637-0328    Fax (585) 637-5277 
Email: jimcain@teamworkandteamplay.com      Website: www.teamworkandteamplay.com 
 
Dr. Tom Smith, Raccoon Institute N2020 Cty. H. South #570  Lake Geneva, WI  53147  USA 
Phone (262) 248-3750 

32.  Books and Other Resources for Raccoon Circle Activities: 

The Book on Raccoon Circles, 2002, by Jim Cain and Tom Smith, Learning Unlimited Publishers, Tulsa, 
Oklahoma, USA  Phone 1-888-622-4203  www.learningunlimited.com  ISBN 0-9646541-6-4 
 
The Ropework & Ropeplay Rope Kit.  Equipment for more than 150 team activities, including Raccoon Circles.  
Visit the Teamwork & Teamplay website for more information about this exciting new collection of activities, 
equipment and facilitator guides. 
 

http://www.learningunlimited.com
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Teamwork & Teamplay, 1998, by Jim Cain and Barry Jolliff,  Kendall Hunt Publishers, Dubuque, Iowa Phone 
(1-800-228-0810)  ISBN 0-7872-4532-1  419 pages of portable adventure-based activities, equipment, resources 
and references, with many activities that can be performed using Raccoon Circles. 
 
A Teachable Moment, 2005, Jim Cain, Michelle Cummings and Jennifer Stanchfield, Kendall Hunt Publishers, 
Dubuque, Iowa, Phone (1-800-228-0810)  300+ pages of activities for processing, debriefing, reviewing and 
reflection.  
 
Teambuilding Puzzles, 2005, Jim Cain, Mike Anderson, Chris Cavert and Tom Heck, FunDoing Publishers 
(www.fundoing.com)  More than 100 puzzles that create teachable moments in teambuilding.  
 
The Group Loop Activity Guide - 22 Fun Group Activities that enhance community, teamwork, leadership and 
creative problem-solving, by Tom Heck.  Phone (828) 665-0303    www.tomheck.com 
 
Raccoon Circles - A Guide for Facilitators (Internet Edition), by Jim Cain, January 2005, on the Teamwork & 
Teamplay Website    www.teamworkandteamplay.com/resources.html  20 pages of activities and ideas for 
making the Raccoon Circle a popular part of your program. 
 
Lines and Loops - Community Building Activities with Webbing, by Chris Cavert.  22 pages of activities, 
illustrations and references.   chris@fundoing.com   www.fundoing.com 
 
Adventure Hardware  P.O.Box 69 Jonas Ridge, NC 28641 Phone (800)706-0064  Carries Raccoon Circles and 
several other portable adventure-based learning props in the Teamwork & Teamplay Team Kit, along with many 
other pieces of Teamwork & Teamplay teambuilding equipment. www.adventurehardware.com 

33.  Conferences, Workshops & Training Opportunities 

 There are a variety of conferences where you can enjoy Raccoon Circle workshops.  Visit the websites 
of these organizations, or contact the conference organizers for more information. 
 
The American Camp Association (ACA) Regional Conferences, including Upstate New York (January 19-22) 
National Conference in Orlando (February), Tri-States in New York City (March 17-19) and New England 
(April 1-2).   www.aca-camps.org 
 
High 5 Winter Conference in Brattleboro, VT (February 5)   www.high5adventures.com 
 
The T.E.A.M. Conference in Chicago (February 18&19) 
 
The National Challenge Course Practitioner’s Symposium (NCCPS) Boulder, Colorado  (February 23-26)   
www.leahy-inc.com 
 
New York State Recreation and Parks Society Conference, Rochester, NY (April 10-13) 
 
 In addition to these scheduled conferences, you are welcome to request a customized training program 
for your students, teachers, counselors, staff or co-workers by contacting Jim Cain directly at (585) 637-0328 or 
jimcain@teamworkandteamplay.com 

mailto:jimcain@teamworkandteamplay.com
http://www.adventurehardware.com
http://www.fundoing.com
http://www.teamworkandteamplay.com/resources/
http://www.tomheck.com
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34.  Additional Resources and Information 

Teamwork & Teamplay 
The Adventure-Based Training Company 

Some Information about Dr. Jim Cain 
 Dr. Jim Cain is the author of the award winning adventure-based text Teamwork & Teamplay, which 
received the Karl Rohnke Creativity Award presented by the Association for Experiential Education, and co-
author with Tom Smith of the Book on Raccoon Circles.  He has also written two new books in the past year, A 
Teachable Moment, and, Teambuilding Puzzles.  He is a former Executive Director of the Association for 
Challenge Course Technology, and Senior Consultant to the Cornell University Corporate Teambuilding 
Program.  In the past 3 years, he has presented and facilitated more than 500 teambuilding programs in 38 states 
and 9 countries.  Jim makes his home in Brockport, New York.  From 1983 to 1998, he worked as a senior 
research engineer for Eastman Kodak.  He holds a Bachelor degree from YSU, Master degrees from RIT and U 
of R, and a Ph.D. in Mechanical Engineering from the University of Rochester. Dr. Cain frequently serves as a 
visiting professor on subjects ranging from experiential education to challenge and adventure-based activities, 
and from recreational dancing and games leadership, to structural engineering, chaos and powder mechanics.  
He is presently working on a new book, The Value of Connection in the Workplace, with Kirk Weisler.  Visit 
the Teamwork & Teamplay website for more information. 

Workshops and Training Events 
 Here is a collection of some of my favorite workshops, conference presentations and training events.  
You can request any of these prepared programs for your event, or a custom designed program. 
Teamwork & Teamplay - An active workshops based on the title of the award winning book. 
The Nuts and Bolts of Building Portable Challenge and Adventure Equipment - Build you own adventure 
equipment and learn how to facilitate these activities. 
Wings, Strings and Flying Things - This workshop utilizes a variety of flying, floating and soaring devices to 
encourage an interest in science, physics and just for fun. 
Traveling Light - This workshop utilizes the lightweight props found in Teamwork & Teamplay (like Raccoon 
Circles), and is ideal for those that lead adventure activities and wish to travel light. 
Play with a Purpose - This hands-on workshop uses a variety of simply games and activities that can be used 
with a variety of groups.  From get acquainted activities to thought provoking activities. 
Raccoon Circles - A full or half-day workshop filled with Raccoon Circle ceremony and activities. 
Dancing in Lines, Squares and Circles - Jim is a third generation square dance caller, musician and dancer, 
and this workshop shares some of that heritage in a fun and community building session. 
The Elements of a Truly Outstanding Challenge Program - This workshop is intended to acquaint the 
participant with the basic elements of establishing an outstanding challenge program. 
Working and Playing in Groups.  Using the 5 stages of group performance (Forming, Storming, Norming, 
Performing and Transforming), this single or multiple day workshop leads a team through the various stages of 
performance, and encourages honesty, respect, feedback, open communication and teamwork, as the group pulls 
together, overcomes difficulties, and really learns how to work together. 
The Challenge Course in the 21st Century - As a former Executive Director of the Association for Challenge 
Course Technology (ACCT), Dr. Cain presents a variety of topics related to ropes courses and adventure-based 
education in North America and around the world. 

Staff Training and Train the Trainer Programs - Train your staff with Teamwork & Teamplay activities, 
equipment and resource materials.  Half day to 3 day programs are available. 

Jim Cain, Ph.D.       Teamwork & Teamplay 
468 Salmon Creek Road     Brockport, New York    14420   

Phone  (585) 637-0328 
Email:  jimcain@teamworkandteamplay.com      
Website:  www.teamworkandteamplay.com 

 

http://www.teamworkandteamplay.com
mailto:jimcain@teamworkandteamplay.com
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From author Jim Cain comes the essential adventure-based teambuilding text 
 

Teamwork & Teamplay 
 

Now in it’s 5th printing, this 400+ page book covers the complete adventure experience, from planning a 
program, to facilitating the activities and creating the equipment yourself.  Plus there are hundreds of references, 

resources and additional ideas for creative programming with a variety of populations. 
 

You can obtain a copy of Teamwork & Teamplay directly from the publisher,  
Kendall Hunt, at 1-800-228-0810 or www.kendallhunt.com 

 
 
 

New this year! 
 

 It has been a busy year at Teamwork & Teamplay.  And now you have two brand new books for your 
library.  A Teachable Moment, is filled with more than 100 different debriefing, processing, reviewing and 
reflection activities for groups.  Authors Jim Cain, Michelle Cummings and Jennifer Stanchfield team up to 
bring the best ideas and activities to your program.  The perfect compliment to any adventure-based learning 
program.  This book is available from Kendall Hunt Publishers (1-800-228-0810) starting in February 2005. 
 The second book is sure to change the way you view portable challenge and adventure-based learning 
activities.  Teambuilding Puzzles, contains more than 100 puzzles, riddles and challenges that are sure to 
engage your audiences, from the playground, to the summer camp playing field, to the corporate boardroom.  A 
powerhouse of authors, including Jim Cain, Chris Cavert, Mike Anderson and Tom Heck, team up to share the 
best of the best, including some techniques for making puzzles of all kinds much more than just an individual 
and cerebral experience.  Visit the Teamwork & Teamplay website for information about this book.  Available 
in February 2005. 
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